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Open Training at the Aktions- und Zirkusbüro 
Circus grounds in Otto Dullenkopf Park. Entrance directly at restaurant Purino through the coloured gate 

by the circus tents 

 

Every Wednesday outside school holidays 
(Except: during school holidays, during thunderstorms or storms, at temperatures above 37°C one hour before the training starts) 

All offers without registration, just come along!  

 
 

 

Open parent-child training, 3-6 year olds 

Wednesday 14:30-16:00 

5€ per child, each additional sibling 3 €, free with Karlsruher Pass 

 
Children and parents try out various circus disciplines and movement games in a 

playful way. Parents actively participate by playing alongside and supporting their 

children. The training is led by three experienced circus trainers. 
 

 

 

 

Open training 6-12 year olds 

Wednesday 16:30-18:30 

From 27.04.2022 

4 € per child, free with Karlsruher Pass 

 
The children are allowed to try out different circus disciplines according to their 

preferences. There is a joint opening and closing game and a break in the middle. The 

training starts at 16:30 and ends at 18:30. Various circus stations are led by 

experienced trainers. 
 

 

Dirt bike/BMX training for 8 years and older 

Wednesday 16:30-18:30 

From 27.04.2022 

Free of charge, bring your own helmet 

Entrance at the construction fence to the right of the colourful gate. 

 
Accompanied by 2 experienced trainers, the children practice riding on low 

pumptracks and are also introduced to higher hills depending on their ability.  
 

 

Open circus training from 13 years 

Wednesday 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m 

TN contribution: €4 / each additional sibling: €3 / with the Karlsruhe 

Children's Pass: free 
 

The youngsters can try out various circus disciplines and, under the guidance of an 

experienced circus trainer, can practice their techniques and learn new tricks. 

Warming up together at the beginning of the training session and a cool down are 

also instructed. 

 

 


